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By Kate Emerson

Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. The Secrets of the Tudor Court Series is rich and lushly detailed, teeming with passion
and intrigue, said Romantic Times. Now talented Kate Emerson continues a saga as dramatic and
seductive as the court itself. Pretty, flirtatious, and ambitious. Nan Bassett hopes that an
appointment at the court of King Henry VIII will bring her a grand marriage. But soon after she
becomes a maid of honor to Queen Jane, the queen dies in childbirth. As the court plunges into
mourning, Nan sets her sights on the greatest match in the land.for the king has noticed her. After
all, it wouldn t be the first time King Henry has chosen to wed a maid of honor. And in newly
Protestant England, where plots to restore the old religion abound, Nan may be the only one who
can reassure a suspicious king of her family s loyalty. But the favor of a king can be dangerous and
chancy, not just for Nan, but for her family as well.and passionate Nan is guarding a secret, one that
could put her future--and her life--in grave jeopardy should anyone discover...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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